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Generation of electric supply power for wireless measuring or monitoring systems of

moving objects

This invention relates to the generation of electric supply power for wireless

measuring systems, said system comprising an induction loop, a permanent magnet

element, a measuring sensor coupling, electronics required by the electric supply

power, and necessary radio electronics.

In prior known wireless measuring and condition monitoring systems, the

equipment comprises measuring systems made up from sensors present in the

proximity of objects to be measured and receiving and analyzing devices external of

an object to be measured. In general, sensor units employed in such equipment are

provided with a battery, an accumulator or some other power storing voltage

supply, or the operating voltage for a sensor unit is derived from the electrical

system of an object to be measured. Measuring data is transmitted by the sensor

unit typically by way of radio to the receiving and analyzing unit. The method is

known, for example, from publication number US 2003/0030565 Al, patent

applications 881763 and EP 1,293,766 Al.

Prior known are also wireless condition monitoring systems, wherein the sensor is a

piezoelectric component, both a measurable quantity and the energy required by a

radio transmitter being produced by its mechanical deformation through a

piezoelectric effect.

An accumulator, battery and other voltage supply, commonly used in prior known

measuring and condition monitoring systems, demand regular maintenance.

Because of its operating principle, a piezoelectric sensor only enables measurement

of such objects in which the sensor is subjected to a mechanical sensor-deforming

force which, by means of a piezoelectric effect, generates both a measuring

quantity and an operating voltage for processing and transmitting a measuring

signal to a receiving and analyzing unit. A method like that is disclosed in patent EP

1,022,702 A2.

Prior known are also wireless condition monitoring systems, wherein the operating

voltage required by a measuring sensor coupling and a transmitter unit is generated



by using a temperature responsive battery. In prior known systems, the

temperature responsive battery has an insulating material of low melting

temperature positioned to insulate the battery's electrolytes. As the insulating

material melts, a conductivity is created between the electrodes and a required

operating voltage is generated. In prior art systems, this so-called triggering

temperature can be set by selecting a desired melting temperature for the

insulating material. Such prior known condition monitoring systems typically

produce an alarm as a given threshold temperature is exceeded, thereby inhibiting

major damage which would be caused, for example, by the breakdown of an

overheated machine component. The method is known from patent EP 1,256,792

A2.

Prior known systems include also those intended for monitoring anti-blocking

vehicular brake systems and, for example, for measuring rotational speeds. These

systems are known to exist in wireless designs and those based on wired sensor

coupling. Typically, these systems take up their operating voltage from a vehicular

power supply or other battery. The method is known, among others, from patent

EP 1,321,685 A2.

Applications described in the cited references are based on traditional voltage

supply systems or on a piezoelectric effect.

An advantage gained by a voltage generating method according to the invention is

to prolong the maintenance cycle of wireless measuring systems and to eliminate

the need to replace a separate battery or accumulator in a sensor and transmitter

unit.

I n addition, the arrangement of the invention makes it possible to reduce the

amount of wiring involved in a measuring system.

Another advantage of the invention is that an apparatus of the invention can be

conveniently installed as retrofitting in pre-existing objects which require measuring

or monitoring.



Another advantage of the invention is that a measuring or monitoring system of the

invention is electrically separated from the power supply system of an object to be

measured or monitored.

Another advantage of the invention is that the operating voltage for a measuring or

monitoring system is always available while an object to be measured or monitored

is in working motion, for example during rotation of a paper machine roll, which

enables a continuous collection of measuring or monitoring data.

Another advantage of the invention is that a sensor coupling unit can be attached

directly to an object to be monitored or measured, whereby a desired signal is

directly measured by the system and an interference effect caused by surrounding

factors is minimized, for example the sound of machine bearings is picked up

directly from a rotating object, not from a machine body in which the sounds or

vibrations of all bearings and other machine elements are aggregated within a

single measuring signal.

Another advantage of the invention is that a signal measurable directly from a

rotating object can be temperature, acceleration, rotational speed, and a chemical

or physical quantity.

Another advantage of the invention is that a method of the invention can be applied

for measuring and monitoring hard-to-reach objects, which used to be considered

non-viable in terms of costs, such as fitted within a gearbox or mounted on a gear

assembly.

Another advantage of the invention is that a method of the invention can be applied

for the safety-promoting monitoring of moving vehicles such as, for example, for

measuring and monitoring the bearings of a train or the air pressure of vehicular

tires.

Another advantage of the invention is that a method of the invention can be applied

for tracking the vibrations of rails or, for example, for other acoustic measuring or

other surveillance.



Another advantage of the invention is that a method of the invention can be applied

for objects to be measured or monitored, which do not have their own electrical

system.

Another advantage of the invention is that a measuring or monitoring system can

be preferably designed to be readily commutable from a measured or monitored

object to another, which also enables sampling-based measuring or monitoring and

thereby saves costs.

Another advantage of the invention is that a measuring or monitoring system is

preferably implementable, such that the sensor member of a measuring unit is able

to function as a repeater, whereby measurements of various parts in a large object

to be measured and monitored objects can be linked in series, which enables

bringing the data of a remote sensor unit by way of one or several repeater stations

to a receiving unit, even though the transmitting sensor unit does not have a

transmission performance which alone would be sufficient.

Another advantage of the invention is that the use of a measuring or monitoring

system of the invention makes it possible to take preventive measures against

major malfunctions caused by defected machine components and t o thereby

accomplish significant cost savings before the ultimate mechanical breakdown.

The invention relies on a basic concept that the measuring or monitoring system of

the invention is electrically separate from the power supply system of an object to

be measured or monitored and uses the kinetic energy of an object to be measured

or monitored to generate, according to the induction principle, at least some of the

electric supply power required by the system.

These objectives can be accomplished according to the invention by generating the

energy required by a sensor and transmitter unit by means of a moving object on

the basis of electromagnetic induction. This is effected by making induction loops

on a moving or stationary object and by mounting magnetic elements on a moving

or stationary counterpart. After activation of the apparatus, the electric supply

power for a sensor and transmitter unit is generated according to induction principle

by a relative movement between the magnetic field created by a permanent magnet



element and the wire loop. The electric supply power producing apparatus as well

as the sensor and transmitter unit and other required electronics are preferably

present in the form of being structurally integrated in a mechanism or device to be

measured or monitored or temporarily mounted on an object to be measured or

monitored.

Notwithstanding what has been mentioned above, the system may include an

accumulator, a battery or a capacitor for storing energy. There may be several

magnetic elements or wire loops or windings and, besides, the magnetic element

may even be a part of the actual object to be measured. The measuring or

monitoring system described in the invention can be present in the form of being

integrated for example in a bearing or some other device or segment of a device to

be measured or monitored.

More specifically, the inventive voltage generating method is characterized in that

the system comprises a permanent magnet or another magnetic element 1, a wire

loop 3, a sensor coupling 4, power supply electronics 5 and a radio unit 6 connected

with a moving or stationary apparatus, device or mechanical component 2, 7, 10,

11, as well as that the measuring or monitoring system of the invention is

electrically separate from the power supply system of an object to be measured or

monitored.

The invention will now be described in detail. I n the description, reference is made

to the accompanying drawings, in which

fig. 1 shows by way of example an implementation for a voltage generating

method of the invention,

fig. 2 shows by way of example another voltage generating method.

Fig. 1 depicts a voltage generating method according to the invention. A permanent

magnet element 1 is attached by a fastening means, not shown in the figure, to a

body 2 of the object to be measured or monitored, a wire loop 3, a sensor coupling

unit 4, electronics 5 needed for generating electric supply power, as well as a radio

unit 6 are integrated in their mounting, which is mounted on a shaft 7 of the



apparatus. After the apparatus or machine is activated, the induction loop secured

to a rotating shaft travels past the permanent magnet element attached to the body

of the object to be measured or monitored and past a magnetic field created

thereby, the loop being induced, according to the induction principle, with a voltage

which can be worked on to provide the electric supply power required by the

measuring or monitoring system.

In the exemplary voltage generating method shown in fig. 2, a permanent magnet

element 1 is attached to a body of the object to be measured or monitored, not

shown in the figure. An induction loop 3 and a sensor coupling 4, electronics 5

needed for producing electric supply power, and a radio unit 6 are integrated in

their mounting 9, which is attached to a component 11 reciprocating along a guide

bar 10 of the machine. The wire loop is induced, according to the induction

principle, with an operating voltage required by the measuring system as said loop

travels within a magnetic field created by the permanent magnet element.

The method can be applied in objects such as, for example, bearings, gears, axles,

wheels, guides, ball screws, pistons, train gears or other stationary, rotating or

reciprocating elements.

A voltage generating method of the invention or a portion thereof can be preferably

implemented by the application of silk screen, ceramic, circuit board, polyimide,

laser sintering, LTCC, HTCC or other appropriate technology. The induction loop

member described in the invention can be preferably implemented by a bobbin

thread, a silk screen method, thin or thick film techniques. I n addition, it can be

preferably implemented in the form of a more or less flat member on a straight,

curved or otherwise contoured surface.

The above description has dealt with preferred embodiments for a voltage

generating method of the invention. The invention is not limited to just described

solutions, but the inventive concept can be applied in a plurality of ways within

limits established by the attached claims.



Claims

1. A method for the generation of electric supply power for wireless measuring or

monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in that it comprises a

permanent magnet or another magnetic element (1), a wire loop (3), a sensor

coupling (4), power supply electronics (5) and a radio unit (6) connected with a

moving or stationary apparatus, device or mechanical component (2, 7, 10, 11).

2. A method as set forth in claim 1 for the generation of electric supply power for

wireless measuring or monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in

that the measuring or monitoring system of the invention is electrically separate

from a possible power supply system of the object to be measured or monitored.

3. A method as set forth in claim 1 for the generation of electric supply power for

wireless measuring or monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in

that the system has its magnetic field, which can be moving or stationary,

established by means of the permanent magnet or some other magnetic element

(D-

4. A method as set forth in claim 1 for the generation of electric supply power for

wireless measuring or monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in

that the wire loop (3), which can be moving or stationary, constitutes an induction

loop for inducing therein the voltage of electric supply power.

5. A method as set forth in claim 3-4 for the generation of electric supply power for

wireless measuring or monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in

that the permanent magnet element and the wire loop are moving relative to each

other.

6. A method as set forth in claim 1-5 for the generation of electric supply power for

wireless measuring or monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in

that it is mounted in the form of retrofitting on an object to be measured or

monitored.



7. A method as set forth in claims 1-5 for the generation of electric supply power for

wireless measuring or monitoring systems of moving objects, characterized in

that it is integrated in a bearing or some other component of the object to be

measured or monitored.
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